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This book introduces readers to a new and exciting cross-disciplinary field of digital communications with chaos. This field was born around 15 years ago, when it was first demonstrated that nonlinear systems which produce complex non-periodic noise-like chaotic signals, can be synchronized and modulated to carry useful information. Thus, chaotic signals can be used instead of pseudo-random digital sequences for spread-spectrum and private communication applications. This deceptively simple idea spun hundreds of research papers, and many novel communication schemes based on chaotic signals have been proposed. However, only very recently researchers have begun to make a transition from academic studies toward practical implementation issues, and many "promising" schemes had to be discarded or re-formulated. This book describes the state of the art (both theoretical and experimental) of this novel field. The book is written by leading experts in the fields of Nonlinear Dynamics and Electrical Engineering who participated in US Army sponsored Multi-University Research Initiative on Digital Communication using Nonlinear Dynamics. It will be useful for active researchers and advanced graduate students interested in this exciting new field.

This book provides a summary of the research conducted at UCLA, Stanford University, and UCSD over the last five years in the area of nonlinear dynamics and chaos as applied to digital communications. At first blush, the term “chaotic communications” seems like an oxymoron; how could something as precise and deterministic as digital communications be chaotic?

But as this book will demonstrate, the application of chaos and nonlinear dynamics to communications provides many promising new directions in areas of coding, nonlinear optical communications, and ultra-wideband communications. The eleven chapters of the book summarize many of the promising new approaches that have been developed, and point the way to new research directions in this field.
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Handbook of Digital Forensics and InvestigationAcademic Press, 2009

	The Handbook of Digital Forensics and Investigation builds on the success of the Handbook of Computer Crime Investigation, bringing together renowned experts in all areas of digital forensics and investigation to provide the consummate resource for practitioners in the field.

	

	This unique collection details how to...
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Handbook of Computer Crime Investigation: Forensic Tools & TechnologyAcademic Press, 2001
Computers can be used in virtually any type of crime, ranging from cyberstalking and child pornography to financial fraud, espionage and terrorism.  The Handbook of Computer crime investigation presents detailed technical information that can be used to help solve these crimes.

Following on the success of his introductory text, Digital...
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With Clough, By TaylorBlack House Publishing Ltd, 2019

	
		Brian Clough famously remarked. "I'm not equipped to manage successfully without Peter Taylor. I am the shop window and he is the goods in the back."

	
		Originally published in 1980, With Clough, By Taylor is the definitive account of the relationship that revolutionised English football and the trade...
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Modeling, Estimation and Optimal Filtration in Signal ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The purpose of this book is to provide graduate students and practitioners with traditional methods and more recent results for model-based approaches in signal processing.


	Firstly, discrete-time linear models such as AR, MA and ARMA models, their properties and their limitations are introduced. In addition, sinusoidal models are...
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The Open Source Alternative: Understanding Risks and Leveraging OpportunitiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
In the late 1990s, working as a lawyer in a technology licensing practice, I found more and more of my clients using software provided under a very unusual license. My colleagues at the time advised clients to avoid this kind of software, because although this software was free of charge, it was likely to infringe intellectual property rights and...
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Intelligent Document Retrieval: Exploiting Markup StructureSpringer, 2005
Collections of digital documents can nowadays be found everywhere in institutions, universities or companies. Examples are Web sites or intranets. But searching them for information can still be painful. Searches often return either large numbers of matches or no suitable matches at all. Such document collections can vary a lot in size and how much...
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